CONSTRUCTION USERS ROUNDTABLE

Experience networking with a purpose resulting in best practices and key industry standards empowering Construction Owners. CURT is a construction industry not-for-profit association promoting cost-effectiveness, increased productivity, safety improvement, and project excellence. We provide cutting edge products, services, benchmarking, and quantifiable results.

Formed in the fall of 2000 by construction and engineering executives representing major corporations from across the United States, CURT's primary goal is to enact broad, effective owner representation and increased owner leadership on construction industry issues. Continuing the 30-year effort of the Construction Committee of the Business Roundtable, CURT provides a global forum for the exchange of information, views, practices and policies of construction users from an array of industries.

CURT membership includes access to AskCURT, the ability to pose questions to leading subject matter experts, and receive valuable feedback and insight. Join us as we strive for overall improvement throughout domestic and global construction projects.
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